Under the assumption that a constant linear radiation condition holds on eaeh boundary component, we show that the annulus and the strip are heat-flow minimizing with respect to area-preserving variations in one (for the annulus: the outer) boundary component. Figure 1 , let ß represent a simply connected region relative to [0,1] X R whose boundary relative to [0,1] X jR consists of two simple arcs T* and T. (Here, T* and T have bounded curvature and are horizontal at their endpoints.) The heat flow crossing ß is defined by H = -/r« Dnu(p) \dp\, where the temperature u(p) is a harmonic function on ß which satisfies the boundary conditions: Dn« = Xu on T, Dnu = X*(u -1) on T*, and Dxu = 0 on ({0,1} X R) n ß.
Introduction. As in
, let ß represent a simply connected region relative to [0,1] X R whose boundary relative to [0,1] X jR consists of two simple arcs T* and T. (Here, T* and T have bounded curvature and are horizontal at their endpoints.) The heat flow crossing ß is defined by H = -/r« Dnu(p) \dp\, where the temperature u(p) is a harmonic function on ß which satisfies the boundary conditions: Dn« = Xu on T, Dnu = X*(u -1) on T*, and Dxu = 0 on ({0,1} X R) n ß. (Here X and X* are positive constants and D"u(p) at p E T* U T is the normal derivative directed into ß.) Figure 1 . Definitions of ß, T, T* and u(p).
We assume T* = [0, 1] x {0} in §2.
For any fixed A > 0, let {ß}^ be the class of regions ß such that T* = [0,1] x {0}, |ß| < A (where |ß| is the area of ß), and the (inwardly directed) normal to Y never points in the positive ^-direction. In §2, we show that the region [0,1] X (0,A) is uniquely heat-flow minimizing in {ß}^. It is intuitive that the horizontal strips [0,1] x (a, a + A), a E R, should be heatflow minimizing in the class of all regions ß having |ß| < A. This more general (probable) isoperimetric property of the strips [0,1] x (a, a + A) has not been proved. In the limiting case where X = X* = oo, the Newton radiation conditions reduce to the Dirichlet conditions u = 1 on Y* and u = 0 on Y. In this case the general heat-flow-minimizing property of the strips [0,1] x(a,a + A) is equivalent to the main lemma in the proof of Grötzsch's Principle [3, pp. 140-142] . The analogous heat-flow-minimizing property of the annulus was proven by Carleman [2] and Szegö [7] . For the case where linear radiation conditions apply, a heat-flow-minimizing property of the annulus is discussed in §3.
2. The main results. Let ß, Y, Y , ü(p), and H refer to a second heat problem for which the assumptions in §1 hold. We assume throughout this section that T* = T* = [0,1] X {0}.
The temperature on [0,1] X (0,^4) (for any A > 0) subject to our boundary conditions is (1) wA (x,y) = wA (y) = (X* +XX*(A-y))(X + X* + XX*A)~X.
The following theorem states the results to be proven in this section. (2) and (3) are outlined in the appendix.) (4) ßa C üß for 0 < a < ß < a*, ß". = ß, and U0<a<a.ra = ß U I\_ We now proceed to estimate the left-hand derivative Da Ha = limit5^0+ ((Ha -Ha_s)/S) at each a E (0,a*]. For 0 < a -S < a < a*, we have from Theorem 1(b) that (2) Ha_s-Ha=f ua_s(Xua-Dnua).
It follows from the Holder continuity of Vua on Closure(ßa) (with exponent tj) that \Xua -Dnua\ = 0(5") on r"_8. Therefore, |u"_5 -«J -GiSv) in ßa_Ä by the maximum principle, and it follows that (3) Ha_s -Ha = f^ ua(Xua -D"«a) + tX«2").
The divergence theorem on the region us:= ßa\ßa_j implies that (4) //|V"a|2==/r M«DnM«-/raMaD»M<«-(Here, the normal derivative D" ua is directed into ßa on Ya and into ßa_8 on ra_4 as usual.) By substituting equation (4) where k(p), which represents the curvature of ^ at /» E ■£, is piecewise constant and assumes only the values 0 and (1/e). In the case where i < t? < 1, equations (5), (6) , and (7) show that D~//a exists for each o E (0,o*]. Since \Vua(p)\ > Dnua(p) = Xua(p) at each/? E ■£, we obtain from equations (5), (6) , and (7) where C can be chosen uniformly over all a and e with 0<a-e<a<o*. By combining equations (8) and (9), we obtain The inequality asserted in part (c) now follows from the fact that e > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small.
3. Doubly-connected regions in R2. In this section we assume ß is a doublyconnected region whose inner and outer boundary components are, respectively, the unit circle T* and a closed Jordan curve T having bounded curvature. The temperature u(p) is a harmonic function in ß satisfying the boundary conditions: Dn« = X« on T and D"« = X*(u -1) on T*. The rate of heat flow across ß is H = -fT.Dnu(p)\dp\.
The solution of our temperature problem on the annulus R (a) = {(r, 0)\ l<r<a,O<0< 2tt} (for any a > 1) is given by (13) wa(r,9) = wa(r) = (X* + X*Xa Ln(a/r))(aX + X*Xa Ln(a) + A*)"1.
We summarize the results corresponding to Theorem 1 in the present context. 
